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SPOKEN WORD [DUB POETRY], Narative Poetry with drum tracks. Inspirational, Educational, Soul-Full.

A teaching for all about Africans: where we have been and how we still conquer. One Love, Ras Sabur

Tafari. 5 MP3 Songs SPOKEN WORD: Audiobook, SPOKEN WORD: Instructional Details: i enjoyed

doing this album. this is an expression of my soul. without the earth we have no need for existence. our

life on this plane is intricately connected to things we can touch taste and feel. and since i enjoy these

senses and the things they give me access to, it is important that i defend this life with all purposefulness

and diligence. if i am careless with this capacity and do not seek to over-stand [innerstanding

+understanding] how i am weighed in the balance; my life would be futile. greetings be-loved, i am ras

sabur tafari creator of my destiny manager of my existence i love life! it must be said i love the creator of

life as a son of the creator i am a creator and i love my brothers and sisters -creators! my time is spent

creating "this land is my land" was born out of this passion to create. and to have "breathing -room" to

create is essential. the woman i have loved and lost the friends i have loved and lost the family i loved

and lost... taught me loss i was tired of losing i became a winner what i have no one can take from i (eye)

this mind is my body! this body is my mind! this land is my land! and with all my soul i will guide the

involvement of all these parts in the whole of my existence to defend the fatherless and the widow! my

resistance to conformity my persistence is uniformity my calculated perception of my potential is how... "i

am here" i love it is lovely loving love be love, be whole, ras sabur tafari
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